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Our vision is to become the leading European initiative that empowers innovators and entrepreneurs to develop world-class solutions to societal challenges, and create growth and skilled jobs.

- student to entrepreneur
- idea to product
- lab to customer
EIT Urban Mobility*
Smart, green and integrated transport

EIT Manufacturing relaunch*
Added-value manufacturing
Ecosystem

Innovation

Education

Ecosystem
Pan-European Ecosystem

• Nine Nodes in Europe and Silicon Valley Hub

• 180 partners (universities, research institutes, cities, companies, clusters)

• ARISE Europe regional innovation scheme
EIT Digital Partners

Partners in Finland:

universities
- Aalto University
- Tampere University of Technology
- University of Helsinki
- Turun yliopisto University of Turku

research & cities
- Forum Virium Helsinki
- Espoo Innovation Garden

industry
- KONE
- Ericsson
- IBM
- Bittium
- IBM
- Nokia
- VIVIDWORKS
- Huawei
- Tieto
Innovation Action Lines
Call for proposals 2018: 125 submissions

2018: 2 High Impact Initiatives & 52 Regular Activities

Select from our ecosystem and beyond

Grow through our ecosystem

Succeed in world markets

2018: 77 products, 10 startups

“Innovation & Research”
Innovation Activity support

Products launched Spinoffs created

“Interpreneurship”
Scaleup Acceleration support

Customers Investments

Scaling up, Funding rounds, Customer acquisition, Exit

EIT Digital Challenge 2017 deadline: Oct 8

~ 100 Scaleups signed up by end of 2018

DIGITAL CITIES
DIGITAL INDUSTRY
DIGITAL WELLBEING
DIGITAL FINANCE
DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Ambiciti

Digital Cities

Environmental awareness for all
BrightAgeing

Lighting beyond illumination
ERICS

Capiche

European Refugee Information and Communication Service
NAS smart gas, water and heat metering and Smart City street lighting solutions are based on wireless long-range and low power wide area network ("LoRaWAN")
CLEVER PARKING SOLUTIONS
Today we change tomorrow
Welcome to the hub of open collaboration and innovation

Start a Project | Find a Challenge | Join a Community

36,719 Users | 209 Projects | 86 Challenges | 39 Communities
Find out more: eitdigital.eu